**Axxess Steering Wheel Control Interface, Water Resistant**

U.S. PATENT # 8,214,305  8,014,920  8,285,446  8,527,247

**BEFORE YOU BEGIN**

From axxessinterfaces.com, submit your vehicle information in the box titled Vehicle Fit Guide & ASWC-1 Install Instructions, then select GET PARTS. This will take you to a page where you will be notified if your vehicle will work or not with the ASWC-WR Interface. If the interface is compatible, there will be a link under the green bar titled ASWC-1 Wiring Instructions. Click on this link to open the PDF document for your specific vehicle. Print this document to have with you in the vehicle during the installation.

*Note:* Though we have done extensive research, testing, and verifying that the steering wheel control wires of the vehicles listed are correct. It is still the Installers responsibility to verify that the steering wheel control wires are truly correct. If a discrepancy is found, please notify our Tech Department at 1-800-253-TECH, or techsupport@metra-autosound.com.

**INTERFACE COMPONENTS**

- ASWC-WR Interface • ASWC-WR harness • ASWC-WR housing, cap, and cover
  - Female 3.5mm connector with stripped leads

**INTERFACE INSTALLATION**

- Push the ASWC-WR harness into ASWC-WR cap.
- Connect the ASWC-WR harness to ASWC-WR interface.
- Slide the assembly into the ASWC-WR housing, then click it shut.
- After the ASWC-WR has been programmed and tested, install the cover onto the opening of the ASWC-WR housing.

**ATTENTION!** Let the vehicle sit with the key out of the ignition for a few minutes before removing the factory radio. When testing the aftermarket equipment, ensure that all factory equipment is connected before cycling the key to ignition.
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